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On January 8, 2020, Fabian Blank, one of Harbert Discovery Fund, LP, Harbert Discovery Co-Investment Fund I, LP and certain of their affiliates’
(collectively “Harbert”) nominees, posted commentary on social media regarding an investor presentation that was uploaded to Harbert’s campaign
website https://cureenzo.com/. A copy of his LinkedIn post is attached herewith as Exhibit 1 and a screenshot of his Twitter post is attached herewith as
Exhibit 2.

 

 



 
 

Exhibit 1

Update: Shareholders in #EnzoBiochem (+ ALL interested to learn how active investors identify and approach poor management and governance
issues): HDF‘s investor presentation highlighting the „case for change“ is now available at

https://cureenzo.com

Slides like 16 or 44 are exemplary of a very sad picture. It’s a promising company, with great assets, in a very attractive sector. To realize the
potential, change is needed.

>>Important information about participants in a proxy solicitation can be found here: https://lnkd.in/g-bqQtB <<

#cureenzo #factsmatter #value #growth #governance #healthcare #lifesciences #biotech

 



 
 

Important Information about Participants in a Proxy Solicitation:

Harbert Discovery Fund, LP (“Harbert Discovery”), Harbert Discovery Fund GP, LLC (“Harbert Discovery GP”), Harbert Discovery Co-Investment
Fund I, LP (“Harbert Discovery Co-Investment” and together with Harbert Discovery, the “Discovery Funds”), Harbert Discovery Co-Investment Fund I
GP, LLC (“Harbert Discovery Co-Investment GP”), Harbert Fund Advisors, Inc. (“HFA”), Harbert Management Corporation (“HMC”), Jack Bryant
(“Mr. Bryant”), Raymond Harbert (“Mr. Harbert”) and Kenan Lucas (“Mr. Lucas” and together with Harbert Discovery, Harbert Discovery GP, Harbert
Discovery Co-Investment, Harbert Discovery Co-Investment GP, HFA, HMC and Messrs. Bryant and Harbert, the “Harbert Discovery Parties”)
(collectively, the “Participants”) have filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) a definitive proxy statement and accompanying
form of proxy to be used in connection with the solicitation of proxies from the shareholders of Enzo Biochem, Inc. (the “Company”) in connection with
the annual meeting of shareholders of the Company (the “Annual Meeting”). All shareholders of the Company are advised to read the definitive proxy
statement and other documents related to the solicitation of proxies by the Participants in respect of the Annual Meeting, as they contain important
information, including additional information related to the Participants, their nominees for election to the board of directors of the Company and the
Annual Meeting. The definitive proxy statement and an accompanying proxy card will be furnished to some or all of the Company’s shareholders and
are, along with other relevant documents, available at no charge on the SEC website at http://www.sec.gov/ and are available upon request from the
Participants’ proxy solicitor, Okapi Partners, by calling (888) 758-6707 (banks and brokers call collect (212) 297-0720).

Additional information about the Participants can be found on the Definitive Proxy Statement filed by the Participants on December 6, 2019.
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